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Tennis

The University of TexasPan American men’s and
women’s tennis teams are coming off a very successful week.
Now they’re getting ready to
take on Trinity University this
weekend. The men’s team looks
to win its third in a row, while the
women look to rebound off a
tough loss.
See Page 15

Joel de la Rosa/The Pan American

The dance group Sabor Vallero (left) perform a Salsa dance April 12 at the University Ballroom as part of Pan American Days 2005, while Dr. Vicky
Ruiz speaks to students in the Student Union. April 11-15 will feature various speakers, exhibits and performers from the United States, Mexico and
Latin America. Sponsored by the Office of International Programs at the University of Texas-Pan American, the theme is “Peace and Security in Latin
America.” For more information on the Pan American Days 2005 visit www.panam.edu/dept/internationalprograms.

Rio Grande City campus
bridges educational gap
By CLAUDETTE GONZALEZ mer dean of the College of
Arts and Humanities, has
The Pan American
taught out west since the camThe University of Texas- pus opened in fall 2000. In his
Pan American’s Starr County opinion, the SCULC is a godUpper Level Center (SCULC) send for Starr County students.
has provided students from
“Many of the students in
Rio Grande City and the sur- my classes would have a hard
rounding areas an opportunity time coming to school in
to pursue higher education Edinburg,”
Rocha
said,
close to home.
explaining that many who
Dr. Rodolfo Rocha, for- attend have children, and the

Theater Special
Art knows no language and
has no boundaries. Step inside
UTPA’s theater scene and discover who is “cuckooing in the
nest.” Also, find out about the
intercultural world created by
the University Theatre and
ACTUE when the Arts and
Entertainment section dedicates this issue to exploring the
art of the stage.
See Page 7, 8 & 9

Joel de La Rosa/The Pan American

HOME AND AWAY - Students at the Starr County Upper Level
Center participate in classes on Monday.

majority of them have jobs.
“All of my students work
and get out at 4:30 or 5. That
gives them time to take two
classes at the Upper Level
Center and when class is over
it only takes them five minutes
to get home,” Rocha said. “If
they were to go to Edinburg,
they’d probably only have
time to take one class and it’s a
long drive so they might not
get home to their kids until
late.”
According to Rocha, for
SCULC students, more time
spent in class instead of on the
road to UTPA translates into a
quicker graduation date.
“[The SCULC] makes it
possible for those students to
get their degree in a more
timely fashion,” he said.
Most of the students who
attend classes at the SCULC
are locals from throughout
Starr County and neighboring
Zapata
and
Jim
Hogg
Counties.
According to Dr. Alma
Perez, coordinator of the

See RGC page 11

IN
MEMORIUM

Ellise Davinroy
1957-2005

Last week UTPA lost an important
part of the English Department. Dr.
Ellise Davinroy was killed in a car accident in McAllen. Davinroy was a dedicated professor who focused her own
studies on women’s literature and the
works of Emily Dickenson. She will be
missed by both students and faculty.
See page 5 for story.
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CAT-CH 22 The Pitfalls of Protest
I live about 20 minutes away from campus. I know that doesn’t
sound like much, but
when you’ve got a two
hour break in between
classes, no amount of
algebra can rationalize
going home, no matter
David Rodriguez how hot it is or how
much food you have in the fridge. So I often
find myself hanging around campus. My
stomping grounds consist of the uncomfortable
benches outside the Communication Building,
and the equally uncomfortable benches in front
of the Social and Behavioral Sciences Building.
Not too long ago I was outside the latter,
meticulously poring over my class notes when I
realized I was being watched. About 10 feet
away, dead center, I spotted two yellow eyes
burning holes in my chest. These orbs, each
housing dark, thin, vertical slivers of mistrust
belonged to a skinny, black and gray tigerstriped cat. I remained calm. It’s not like I’ve
never seen a cat before; I do watch TV. I ignored
my feline voyeur and started to unzip my backpack to get a highlighter when I heard a guttural moan. Another skinny black and gray cat, this
one none too happy with my sudden movement,
had me flanked. I thought they were pretty uppity for guys who lick Snickers wrappers, but
who am I to judge? It wasn’t until a third cat
sprang at me out of nowhere and asked if I had
an extra scantron that I realized there was a
problem.
Over the next few days I watched the cats
and the students who blithely sauntered past
them on their way to skip class. No one seemed
to notice or care about the quagmire that had
been festering right under their noses. I realized
if anything was going to be done about this

problem it would have to be done by me.
I wanted answers. What did President
Cardenas know, and how long had she known
it? I finagled a meeting with Cardenas to get to
the bottom of the problem. By “meeting”, I
mean I pretended to tie my shoe outside her
office for three hours. When I informed her of
the cat problem and asked her what kind of exitstrategy she had for them, it took her five whole
seconds to respond. And when she did, it was to
ask her surprisingly strong secretary to escort
me out of the building.
It was clear the administration was
stonewalling me. So I turned to the people’s
only recourse, grassroots activism. I decided to
stage a protest. I compiled a list of alarming
facts about cats from reputable, agenda-free
web sites and listed them on a flyer along with
the date and time of my stray cat protest. I am
proud to admit I printed my copies at the school
lab. Not because I ran out of ink at home, but
because I wanted to stick it to the Man.
The day of my protest came and went, and,
in all honesty it didn’t go very well. For one
thing I picked a poor day. March 10 was going
to be a day of reckoning. However I had forgotten about Spring Break. After realizing my mistake, I engaged in the time honored college student tradition of rationalization. Could I really
get hammered at the beach with a clear conscience knowing the cats were still roaming
free? Plus, I had already posted my flyers and I
wasn’t going to push my luck at the lab.
Despite the date snafu, there was a pretty
good turnout. About 30 people showed up and,
to my delight, they brought their own signs.
However, my excitement waned a bit when I
started to read them. Apparently my little flyer
had rousted the most eclectic band of ideologues imaginable. The Anti-Litter League was
well represented and the No-Claw Left Behind

Commission had certainly fielded a full roster.
I’m not even going to discuss the Blood for Fur
freaks.
All these disparate groups had come loaded
for bear and my peaceful protest soon deteriorated. I had wanted to make a statement about
the current state of affairs that would raise
awareness of the cat problem but my protest
only seemed to elicit hisses and cat-calls, and
most of it was coming from my group. After a
couple of hours most of my rag tag team was
hoarse and the cats remained nonplussed. My
protest eventually petered out.
Although I didn’t do much to curb the cat
community on campus, my dalliance in
activism taught me a few things. When it comes
to staging a protest, numbers count. One guy
with a sign? He’s a crackpot. Thirty people carrying signs? Now that’s a movement. The problem is that to appeal to the widest segment of
possible protesters you have to entertain people
with pet issues that do not necessarily align with
what you want to address. The whole process
seems to dilute the point. Instead of one cohesive voice for change, what you usually get is a
loose affiliation of malcontent opportunists.
Another problem that seems to be inherent
in picketing or protesting is that thoughtful,
respectful disagreement seems to be eschewed
for vitriolic name-calling. Snarky signs and
cliché catch-phrases rule protest day. The most
outrageous claim will always attract the most
attention so outrageousness is standard fare,
regardless of relevancy, accuracy or even
believability.
Pat Buchanan gets salad dressing thrown on
him at Western Michigan; William Kristol gets
nailed with a pie at Earlham College. Is this
what passes for dissent? Don’t get me wrong,
I’m not against grassroots activism, but not at
UTPA. I’ve seen what the cats do in the grass.

LETTER TO THE EDITOR:
In 1999, I authored legislation creating the
TEXAS Grant program, which pays for tuition
and fees at a Texas college or university for qualified students. In just five years, over 115,000
young Texans have received 235,000 TEXAS
Grants totaling over $648 million to help them
pay for college. Forty-six percent of TEXAS
Grants have gone to Hispanic students, while 13
percent have gone to African American students.
Since the program began, 5,566 young Texans
have received $53,622,729 in TEXAS Grant
funding to attend the University of Texas Pan
American.
TEXAS Grants is working, but rather than

protect and promote the program, the legislature
is strangling it. The Senate has passed a budget
cuts the TEXAS Grant program by $30 million
which will force 15,000 students to lose their
TEXAS Grant over the next two years. The
budget cut, however, represents only a part of the
problem. Last year, budget cuts and tuition
deregulation forced 22,000 students to lose their
TEXAS Grant.
Now, HB 3000 would combine B on Time
requirements with the TEXAS Grant program.
Students would be required to graduate within
four years and maintain a B average or the last
two years of the grant would become a loan they

must repay. If HB 3000 passes, 32,000 students
would lose their TEXAS Grant.
During the tumult of a legislative session, the
squeaky wheel gets the grease. This session,
college students and their families have been as
quiet as a church mouse and that silence will be
costly. I urge you to contact your state representative, state senator, the Governor and the
Lieutenant Governor and ask them to protect
TEXAS Grants before it is too late.
Senator Rodney Ellis
Houston Senate District 13 and Government
Organization Committee Chairman
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SGA shows new side of student rights
a policy for strictly academic use of the computer labs, and use of television monitors in hallways
for the campus network.
“We can’t do anything harsh like say ‘you
With the end of the semester arriving, some
can’t play games,’ but we just recently got our
student government officials will serve out their
posters approved saying to give priority to those
terms and move on.
students who have work to do,” Jasso said about
The SGA saw students vote this week for
the computer policy.
president and vice president, plus six senators at
Jasso is also working on a showcase exhibilarge and 25 other positions, with the results
tion for the college, during which prize money
scheduled for release Thursday. The elections
will be awarded to the best project.
were part of a technology-driven initiative recent“I think our organizations do a lot and we
ly adopted by The University of Texas-Pan
don’t get recognized just because we’re on that
American.
side of campus,” he said. “We want them to see
For the first time, students have been able to
what we do.”
vote online, on or off campus, and beforehand
However, with
take an interactive
the elections under
tour to view each
way, some students
candidate and posiare wondering if the
tion. Traditional balnew leadership on
lots are also availcampus will change
able on campus.
the way SGA
Oscar Garza, a
works. One former
retiring senator and
SGA member quesE l e c t i o n s
tioned what he saw
Committee member,
while in office.
said that the elec“They
[the
tronic method of
SGA] did not make
voting has proven
any
progress,
successful for other
despite two years of
campuses, including
my and other peoThe University of
ples trying to conTexas-Austin.
trol and regulate
“Traditionally,
committee appointthe student vote
ments to campus
goes up,” Garza
committees, which
said, though it
is a major part of
remains to be seen
what student govwhether this is the
ernment does,” said
case at UTPA until
Benjamin Abbitt,
after ballots have
who was involved
been counted.
Robert Vinson/The Pan American with the SGA at one
The SGA had a
time.
busy year with each PROTEST - In an attempt to bring awareness of
He said that
college representa- the type of speakers UTPA brings to campus, stualthough such a
tive bringing some- dent like Nathan Schwarz demostrated against the
committee exists, it
thing new to the Outstanding Leadership Series.
does not function as
table for their particwell as it could.
ular college. Omar Jasso, senator for the College
Current president of the SGA, Nathan
of Science and Engineering, discussed his year
Schwarz said that criticism is expected when in a
with the organization.
leadership position.
“In general we took part in border registration
“If people look at the records they’ll see that
to try to get as many people to vote, no matter
we’ve accomplished this year,” Schwarz said.
who they voted for,” Jasso said. “Also with the
“We’ve fought for student rights and have mainhelp of corporate sponsors, we were able to do a
tained a high quality of education for the stucommercial shown on the Edinburg and Time
dents.”
Warner Cable channels to promote college stuSchwarz said that his top priority this year was
dent voting.”
the Tuition Deregulation Committee, which was
Within the College of Science and
part of Schwarz’s plan for the whole year, of
Engineering, collaboration has been an important
which most, was accomplished. Schwarz
goal, not only between the SGA and student
explained that the committee contained nine stuorganizations, but also between the Department
dents and nine faculty members.
of Science and the Department of Engineering,
“This committee will set tuition as to how
explained Jasso.
much it will cost [to attend college],” Schwarz
“I think we were very successful in letting
said, referencing the 2002 bill allowing Texas colthem [the students] know that we could go across
leges to set their own tuition. The UTPA vice
the sidewalk and get help with something they
president of Business Affairs with a student while
want to do,” Jasso said, using HESTEC 2004 as
16 others are on the committee.
a key example.
Abbitt explained the nuances he sees in the
Among other things within the college Jasso
tuition situation.
helped to implement this year was a recruitment
“Deregulation is not as regulated by the state;
fair for the science and engineering organizations,
it’s in two parts,” he said. “One is the state tuition

By EMMA CLARK AND
ROBERT VINSON
The Pan American

which all students at all UT system school systems pay. The other part is the deregulated part of
tuition, meaning less. It’s still capped, but it’s considered separate.”
Abbitt said that former UTPA president
Miguel Nevarez promised there would be no raising tuition, but that when new President Blandina
Cardenas took over, she asked for an increase.
Abbitt explained that the advisory counsel only
offers opinions, though at other schools its counsel is generally held in high regard by the president.
Though he had criticisms of the current SGA
group, Abbott conceded that there have been
some positive aspects.
“They did do the ‘Rock The Vote’ campaign,
and were able to secure the polling station in the
library, which is a good thing,” said Abbitt, referring to the November 2004 presidential election.
Schwarz and other members of the organiza-

tion protested the recent University Leadership
Series event featuring long-time Washington
politician James Baker III.
Schwarz, along with students involved with
SGA, created a resolution which stated,
“…whereas an insular selection of speakers conflicts with the interest of education and violates
the commitment to diversity and thereby prevents
the student’s ability to be exposed to new ideas
and role models; be it resolved in the interest of
diversity the Student Government at The
University of Texas-Pan American strongly
opposes the selection of James Baker as a speaker at the university…the Student Government
calls on all students, faculty, staff and the community to boycott or protest this event and calls for
diversity in the future selection process.”
Schwarz said that he supports all avenues
through which students can express their opinions, which includes any protest held on campus.

Safety defect recalls Ford
By HILDA LORIA
The Pan American
The National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration (NHTSA) is set to investigate 3.7
million Ford SUVs and F-150s for a possible
safety defect in a cruise-control switch in the popular American-based vehicles. The F-150 series
pickups have been one of Ford’s best-selling
vehicles, selling more than 912,000 last year,
breaking the previous record of 911,597 in 2001.
The investigation comes after a recall in
January of 792,000 150s from the model year
2000 for the same problem. The company also
received over 200 complaints.
Ford Motor Co. informed owners of 19951999 and 2001-2002 models of the Ford F-150
pickups and 1997-1999 and 2001-2002 Ford
Expeditions and Lincoln Navigators in early
February. The company has directed Ford dealers
to deactivate and therefore disable the cruise-control switch, which reportedly has led to engine
fires in these vehicles, while the NHTSA identifies the root cause of the problem.
“Fires happen for a variety of reasons ranging
from faulty repair, improper modification to the
vehicle with aftermarket parts and wiring, prior
accident damage and even arson,” said Ford
spokeswoman Kristen Kinley in a report by the
Associated Press. “That is why each complaint or
allegation must be reviewed on a case-by-case
basis. We’re working closely with NHTSA on the
issue, [and] we’ll continue to cooperate with the
agency until the matter is closed.”
ConsumerAffairs.com, a Web site that provides resources and voices consumer concerns on
today’s products, allows users to go online and
express their complaints so that other consumers

are aware of possible drawbacks to certain products.
A woman from Tampa, Fla., whose
Expedition caught fire in the middle of the night,
destroying her family’s home in the process, and
a man from El Cajon, Calif., whose F-150 burst
into flames, and also destroyed his son’s Volvo
and condo, are just two Ford owners who have
expressed their concerns to the NHTSA.
Fortunately, for residents of the Rio Grande
Valley, the effects of the investigation have not
reached such extremes. The issue, however, is
still a definite cause for concern.
Freshman Harman Kular, a pre-med biology
student, doesn’t own one of the Ford vehicles
being investigated, but has a close family friend
that owns an F-150.
“I remember listening to a family friend tell us
he was informed of the investigation,” Kular said.
“But he took his truck to his Ford dealer and they
deactivated the cruise control switch as a necessary precaution.”
Sophomore education major Christine
Poliquit used to drive a Ford Escape, and
although that model is not being investigated, she
was concerned upon hearing about the issue.
“It’s really scary to think that a car could just
get caught on fire one day,” Poliquit said. “People
expect to drive a safe, reliable car from a trusted,
American-based company, and it’s really unfortunate that a seemingly minor switch can potentially cause harm or injury to unsuspecting owners.”
For now, owners of the Ford vehicles being
investigated are encouraged to take their vehicles
to their dealers, where the cruise-control switches
will be deactivated for free. Replacement parts
will be available later this month.

FORD CAR RECALL BY THE NHTSA
 Ford Expedition
 Lincoln Navigators
 F-150’s Pickup

1997-1999, 2001-2002 Models
1997-1999, 2001-2002 Models

Visit WWW.FORD.COM with your car’s VIN number
to find out if your vehicle needs assistance.
Source: WWW.FORD.COM
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Science and Engineering
flying high with Boeing
By DAVID RODRIGUEZ
The Pan American
The College of Science and
Engineering was given a lift when
aviation giant The Boeing
Company presented it with a
$50,000 check earlier this spring.
The money will be used to support the Boeing Scholars Program
and student competition teams for
Mini Baja vehicles and robotics
as well as Hispanic Engineering,
Science and Technology (HESTEC) Week events.
Boeing is counting on the
donation to do more than foster
good students. According to Dr.
Edwin LeMaster, interim dean of
the College of Science and
Engineering, Boeing has its eyes
on graduates.
“They’re hiring our graduates,” he said. “Several of our
graduates are moving up through
the Boeing organization in Los
Angeles. This year several of our
students got hired at the main corporate office, so Boeing is doing a
good job in placing our graduates.”
UTPA and Boeing’s relationship began in 1994 when Cheryl
Cambridge, human resources
manager of Hughes Satellite
Systems, a division of Hughes

Aviation, took an interest in
UTPA and decided to forge a partnership with the university.
Hughes Satellite Systems provided the school with equipment and
even invited faculty members to
visit the company’s California
facilities. In 1998, Boeing bought
Hughes Aviation. During this
time Cambridge served on the
Engineering Advisory Council,
which works with the administration and faculty to better prepare
students to work with the company after graduation. The relationship continued despite new ownership.
Of the $50,000 awarded,
$30,000 will be used for engineering scholarships for the
Boeing Scholars program. The
other $20,000 will be used to fund
several student engineering competition teams.
“With a brand new engineering
program we have to get the word
out that we’re here and we’re
good,” said LeMaster. “The best
way to do that is to go to national
competition and beat some other
people. Now the students don’t
have to raise funds to pay for their
trip or build their robot or race
car, which gives them more time
to do engineering instead of fundraising.”

Page 4

On the beat: Safety at UTPA
By NAYELLY BARRIOS
The Pan American
On-campus security at The
University at Texas-Pan American
should not be a concern for students,
even with a manpower struggle at the
University Police Department.
“We’ve supplemented police officers with security staff, we shift it
back and forth,” said Police Chief
Howard Miller.
One major patrolling area on the
UTPA campus is the parking lots.
“With as many vehicles as we
have it’s an area that you have to keep
your eyes and ears open,” Miller said.
In the past, there was a pattern of
auto theft and robbery, but those numbers have decreased. Miller commented that was the result of more
aggressive patrolling.
Still, with university enrollment
on the rise, so is the concern for on
campus theft.
“Common theft is a day-in, dayout type of thing,” said Miller. “We
haven’t recently had a whole lot of
robberies or assaults.”
He offered a series of suggestions
for students. When at the University
Library, students should be careful
not to leave their purses, backpacks or
other possessions unattended.
Individuals are advised not to
leave valuables out in the open, such
as in the front seat of a car, where they
are visible to others.

“We get a lot of complaints about
tickets, but they don’t realize that
those guys out there patrolling are
also protecting your car,” Miller said.
“Every time you come out and your
vehicle is there, you should be thankful.”
Miller also said that not seeing
your vehicle there or having it burglarized would be much worse.
There have been a number of nonstudent related DWIs throughout the
campus, one more thing the police
department is on the lookout for.
A felon
was
also
caught on
pursuit
through the
UTPA campus.
The
p o l i c e
department
received information on the vehicle
and found that the suspect had outstanding warrants throughout the
country.
“We set that up one afternoon and
it all went about without anyone
knowing and it was in a high-traffic
area,” Miller said. “That was significant; [the officers] did a good job, the
guy was known to run and fight back,
but he was taken with none of that
whatsoever, not even disturbing the
students walking to and from class.”
Students, especially females,
should try not to walk alone. Many

CRIME BEAT

times students will walk to their vehicle while they are talking on a cell
phone; this is a distraction since they
are not aware of their surroundings.
“That’s what the bad guy looks
for,” Miller said. “It just takes a second to pull you into their car or to take
your purse. You have books in one
hand and you’re on the phone on the
other, you’re just there for the taking.”
The police department is also
working to make sure that lighting on
campus is working properly.
One student gave her opinion
regarding on-campus security.
“I feel safe on campus but I feel
that more patrolling would make students feel even more secure,” said
freshman pre-med major Claudia
Sobrevilla. “Especially at night when
students have class or have to stay for
a study group.”
As for the search for assistant
chief, the police department is looking statewide and now has four applications to review. They will also be
sending three more people to the
academy in June and they should be
back by mid-fall.
The University of Texas-Pan
American 2004-2005 Campus Safety
and Security Report is available at the
University Police Department Web
site.
In case of an emergency or to
report a crime, call 316-7151 or use
the Emergency Call Boxes located
throughout the campus.

BIOMAT USA
Earn Up To $140.00 Per Month, by donating America’s
most valuable resource ‘The Human Spirit.’ Isn’t this the
time to start donating?
400 North 10th Street
McAllen, TX 78501
956-686-0042

- Monthly Cash Drawings up to
$250.
- Receive $20 first donation, $30
second donation of the first week.
- Then receive $15 first donation,
$20 second donation of the week.

Plasma is a valuable resource in times
of crisis. Used in the treatment for
shock, burn victims, hemophiliacs,
cancer patients and immune
globulins/vaccines. 1 out of every 2
families will be touched by medication
made from plasma.

Average Donation Time is 90 minutes.
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Benham: Every priority is top priority
By RUI-LONG MONICO
The Pan American
Running back and forth between different projects, Chelse Benham lives on a
very tight schedule. Working for the
Office of University Relations, she is the
principal figure behind some massive
projects launched by The University of
Texas-Pan American to improve its image
in South Texas and beyond.
The task sounds tricky, but the young,
charismatic lady did not land in her position without experience. After graduating
from UT-Austin with a degree in radio,
television and film production, she left the
Lone Star State for Knoxville, Tenn.
There, to much astonishment, she found
out that the city was a major producer of
cable programming. She began at Home &
Garden Television, worked for A&E, the
History Channel and produced many
shows until deciding to launch her own
company.
Benham had never considered moving
to South Texas. When her husband,
Englishman Grant Benham, was hired by
the UTPA Psychology Department, she
was not particularly enthusiastic. But once
they got past the culture shock, the couple
started to adapt and appreciate the new
environment. The weather, the proximity
of the beach and the attitude of the population played a great role in their adjustment.
One of the first surprises she had was
that her job as radio/television production
supervisor had very limited resources.
After her arrival, she immediately started

brainstorming ideas on how generate crucial resources. Once set with enough
funds, Benham initiated changes in UTPA
by proposing suggestions to the administration.
Excited about the progress of her last
project, Benham said, “We are now in
phase one of a three-year phase to get each
building on campus hooked up with LCD
flat screen TV monitors.”
The mission was
created when she
decided to take
advantage
of
a
widely underused
resource: the closed
circuit TV system.
“It had not been
utilized on a regular
basis for almost 10
BENHAM
years,” she said.
Benham founded
and directed a student internship program
out of the Office of University Relations
that allows students to produce programming on the “Campus Vision” closed-circuit TV system. The goal is to allow
broadcasting of student activities in every
classroom.
This TV internship program is probably
Benham’s most important accomplishment
to date. When she initiated this program
there was no trained crew, no equipment
and no funds at UTPA for this domain. She
had to start from scratch. So how did that
happen?
“I had people that believed in me and a
wonderful team who sacrificed a lot of

their free time to make this internship a
success,” said Benham, who is pursuing a
master’s at UTPA.
It is such an achievement that the program has turned into a small student-produced company called Reel 2 Red. The
filming crew (exclusively comprised of
UTPA students) shoots morning, noon and
night, sometimes during weekends, in
search of student activities. Reel 2 Red is
aiming to produce a yearbook on DVD
with all the events from both semesters.
On a totally different subject, Benham
is coordinating a garden project that will
grow in the area between the Physical
Science Building and the Chapel. It will
consist of a water feature, walkways, telescopes, plant identification tags and a
myriad of indigenous flora. Benham coauthored and was awarded a $26,000 grant
by the Texas Parks and Wildlife
Department to build the garden. She will
also finance the project by selling
inscribed bricks for $50 each. Students in
search of immortality will then be able to
engrave their name on a brick.
If that was not enough, Benham also
has her own weekly business column in
The Monitor. She says her mission there is
to sell UTPA in a subtle way. She does not
openly advertise the university but always
makes sure to include advice from faculty
and staff when writing about local business issues.
With all this work resting on her shoulders, she does not have much time to
spend on her independent research as a
documentarian.
“I’m still dying to have the perfect

story,” said Benham, who has a son and
daughter. “A major documentary that
would preserve a significant event in history. I have currently been working on
capturing 30 years of history of UTPA.
This includes the policy of separate-butequal access in higher education in Texas
until the late ‘80s. It discriminated against
minorities, especially here at Pan Am.”
Secretly, she wishes that the day would
last 36 hours.
“I have a problem with patience
because I don’t have enough time,” she
said. “I have to play the role of mother for
two tiny children, student for a master’s
degree, project coordinator for the garden,
writer for The Monitor, director for the
internship program and so on,” said
Benham.
But this isn’t a complaint - she loves
her job and enjoys the active lifestyle.
As her husband describes her, she is
just a woman “that is not satisfied with
mediocrity and always strives for the
best.”

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
Benham is looking for at least four persons to enter the internship program.
You can find her in the Administration
Building, office 129 and reach her
through cfbenham@panam.edu or
call her at (956) 316-7996.

English Department mourns faculty loss
By ANGELA SALAZAR
The Pan American
Last week students and faculty of the
English Department were shocked to discover that one of their own, Dr. Ellise
“Lee” Davinroy, was killed in a single-car
accident. She had been a part of The
University of Texas-Pan American since
fall 2002.
The crash happened in McAllen when
her vehicle swerved from one side of the
road to the other. Though there is no official cause yet, it is believed to have been a
medical emergency that caused it.
“Her sudden death is a great loss to the
department of English and to The
University of Texas-Pan American,” said
Dr. Steven Schneider, chair of the English
Department. “Professor Davinroy was an
excellent teacher and she was very much
loved by her students,” he said.
Although she taught many classes, from
Introduction to Literature to American
Literature, her true passion was the poetry
of Emily Dickinson. Women’s studies also
had a special place with her. Her area of
specialization stemmed from 19th-century
woman writers, which helped spark her
interest in creating a minor in women’s
studies.

“Professor Davinroy
was an excellent teacher
and she was very much
loved by her students.”
- Dr. Steven Schneider,
English Chair
“She had been instrumental in developing a plan for a women’s studies minor.
She had also been active on the Faculty
Senate,” Schneider said.
In her short 48 years of life, Davinroy
accomplished more than most people. She
received her bachelor’s from Florida
Atlantic University and went on to obtain a
master’s at The University of Utah. After
gaining a doctorate of philosophy from
The University of South Carolina she came
to UTPA.
Among her many accomplishments
were her publications, including “A
Paradox of Meanings: Language and the
Experience of Themes in Three Poems by
Emily Dickinson,” which was published in
Language and Literature in 1994.
“At the time of her death, she was working on a book about the correspondence of

Emily Dickinson,” said Schneider. “And
she was also interested in issues affecting
women both nationally and globally.”
While Emily Dickinson and women’s
studies caught her interest, it was her students who gained the benefit of those interests.
“As soon as I heard she had passed
away, I was heartbroken because she was
so filled with energy,” said Yvonne
Villarreal, a former student. “She was the
kind of professor that you’re excited to
see,” said the 20-year-old English major.
“She made her class interesting.”
Her students are both coping with the
loss of their teacher and the continuation of
their class. Other professors have been
assigned to help take over Davinroy’s
classes.
The memory of Davinroy will not be
soon forgotten. Her positive attitude and
energetic personality will go on with her
colleagues and students. A library book
fund is also going to be set up in her name
to help support the women’s studies minor.
The department of English will host a
memorial service in Davinroy’s memory.
All students, faculty and staff are invited to
attend the event on April 21 at 3:30 p.m. in
the University Ballroom.

Joel de la Rosa/The Pan American

WHAT DREAMS MAY COME- Faculty,
staff and students touched by the life of
Ellise Davinroy left mementos at her office
door throughout the week.
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Stage ‘Cuckoo’ flies away from movie

The
University
of
Texas-Pan
American is busy with its last production
of the season, “One Flew Over the
Cuckoo’s Nest.” But don’t expect anyone
to revive the infamous role made famous
by Jack Nicholson (“Something’s Gotta
Give,” “Anger Management”) in the 1975
movie version of the book.
The play runs April 27-May 1 at the
Albert L. Jeffers Theatre. During auditions
director Brian Warren was concerned
about people playing the part of Randall P.
McMurphy the way Nicholson did or play
Nurse Ratched the way Louise Fletcher
(“Aurora Borealis,” “Cruel Intentions”)
did. Warren wanted to make it clear from
the very beginning that the play was nothing like the movie.
“People came in with the idea of playing Jack Nicholson’s version of the character rather that the character itself,” he said.
Part of the problem stems from unfamiliarity with the play. “One Flew
Over the Cuckoo’s Nest” is
about
a
charming
scoundrel who schemes
to serve a short sentence in a buoyant
mental
institution,
rather than a prison.
This, he learns, is a
mistake when he clashes
with the head nurse. He
takes over the
ward and
accom-

plishes what the medical profession failed
to do for 12 years when he makes a “deaf
and dumb” Indian talk and leads others out
of introversion.
According to Warren, the play is very
different than the movie. The main difference is the character of Chief Bromden,
whose role in the movie is much smaller
than in the play.
“For whatever reason they made it
more of a showcase for the McMurphy
character, possibly because they had
Nicholson and they knew what he could
do,” Warren said. “They cut a lot about the

“People came in with
the idea of playing Jack
Nicholson’s version of the
character rather than the
character itself,”
-Director Brian Warren,
on the challenge of
casting the show
Native American, and in the play they have
almost the same billing. The curtain call
at the end requests the two of them to
come out together.”
Warren is trying to stay true to the
script throughout this production and not
incorporate anything from the movie version. The play takes place entirely in the
hospital so the one set is the ward
floor.
After casting, concerns that the actors
would try to impersonate Nicholson became
a non-issue since
lead actor, Tommy
Green,
an
Edinburg High
School drama
teacher, refuses to watch the
movie. Green
is a veteran
actor
who
has been in
approximately 10
university
productions.
He is

returning to the stage after a
three-year hiatus.
“I’m purposely not
watching the film but I’m
tempted to watch it after
they’ve
blocked
the
show,” said the 31-yearold Green. “For now I
want it to be a fresh performance.”
According to a biography that director Warren
read, Ken Kesey, the author
of the book, refuses to see the
movie because he feels that
Chief was very important because
in the book he narrates the role.
Hilario Molina, who
plays the role of Chief in
the
University
Theatre’s production, received his
master’s degree in
sociology
in
December from
UTPA. He never
considered acting
until people convinced him to
audition.
“People
kept on asking
me to play the
part,” Molina
said.
“They
must have just
caught me on the
right day so I just went for it and
auditioned.”
He hasn’t seen the movie
either but wants to see it to understand more of what is going on in
the story itself.
“I don’t know if the movie
would affect me but it makes me
a bit nervous that it may influence
me in a different way, rather than
contributing to my positive frame
of mind,” Molina said.
According
to
Marialicia
Andrade, stage manager for the
production, the book, the movie and
the play are different. The main concern with casting the play was that it
is very explicit and the actors needed
to match the characters as closely as
possible.
“It was hard to cast,” Andrade
said. “Physical appearance and acting
abilities were the main concern. They
had to have the same look but yet be different in their identity. Rather than casting one person it was casting people with
people.”
For ticket information or special
accommodations, contact the box office at
(956) 381-3581.

CRAZY - McMurphy (bottom left) played by
Tommy Green, teacher at
Edinburg High School
and Scanlon (left) played
by Hernan Cortez III, junior theatre design major,
rehearse for this month’s
performance of “One
Flew Over the Cuckoo’s
Nest” in the Albert Jeffers
Theatre at UTPA.

Joel de la Rosa/The Pan American

By MONICA QUINTANILLA
The Pan American

Theater

Unbound
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poetry recitals and showcasing a wide range
of theatrical performances, such as their
production of Emilio Carabadillo’s comedy
“El Censo” (The Census) and Conrado Nalé
Roxolo’s “El Espejo” (The Mirror) last
month.
During the last eight years ACTUE has
presented plays such as “El Delantal
Blanco” (The White Apron), “La Fuerza del
Hombre” (Man’s Strength), “La Casa de
Bernalda Alba” (Bernarda Albra’s House),
“Yerma,” “Don Juan Tenorio,” “El Juez de
los Divorcios” (The Divorce Judge) and
“La Zapatera Prodigiosa” (The Prodigious
Shoemaker).
“We want to cultivate and celebrate
Hispanic culture and art expression inside
and outside of campus,” Kohler said in
Spanish. “We like variety in our theater
production as well as in out poetry recitals,

J

ust like math is considered to be the universal language
in science, the arts can be considered the cultural language of our
world and no barrier can stop individuals from enjoying it.
Verbal communication has limits. But what limits us
from understanding an abstract painting, enjoying a choreographed dance, jamming out to world music or getting emotional with a dramatic performance in a play?
Art at The University of Texas-Pan American is just as
diversified as its audience, and thanks to variety, the barriers
of taste and language are surpassed. The Asociacion Cultural
de Teatro Universitario (ACTUE) is one of those instances
where art, in this case theater art, can surpass the barriers of

language and culture.
The art of acting is considered to be the ultimate expression of the human condition, and to the delight of the audience, UTPA exhibits English and Spanish theater productions.
Ninfa Kohler, Spanish professor and ACTUE adviser,
said that the group’s major goal is to celebrate all aspects of
Hispanic culture.
The 20-member group began working in 1995, giving

by
Elizabeth Garcia
OUT OF THE COCOON - Aldo
Martinez (above), a member of
ACTUE, breaks into character after a
meeting on Tuesday. UTPA student
Omar Elizondo (right) plays Martini in
UTPA’s production of “One Flew Over
the Cuckoo’s Nest, directed by Brian
Warren (far right).

so we present works by authors from Spain,
Latin America and Hispanics living in the
U.S.”
ACTUE President Manuel Mercado
said that teamwork is what has kept the
group alive.
“We don’t have any sponsorship so we
have to work together in fundraisers to get
the funds necessary to produce our work,”
Mercado said. “It is all about being comrades and helping each other achieve our
goals.
Aldo Martinez, who recently became
an ACTUE member, began acting four
years ago.
“I like to recite my own monologues
and poetry and I have also participated in
many pastorelas (nativity plays), theater
productions and other drama sketches,” the
Monterrey native said. “But I don’t consid-

er myself an actor because I would never do
it for a living and I know that real actors
start preparing and committing to the craft
at a very young age.”
Most of ACTUE’s members are not
theater majors and some of them, like
Martinez, don’t even consider themselves
actors. But they still take their work very
seriously
Martinez said that aside from being his
favorite hobby, acting is also a way to
expand and share his culture.
“When I was in high school I insisted
on having a Spanish play production,”
Martinez said. “I had to push it and work
hard because it was the first time the school
presented a Spanish play and I really wanted them to support us.”
Another ACTUE member, Claudia
Camarillo, defends her right of expression
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to share her art and passion with others.
“I defend my culture on and off the
stage,” Camarillo said. “I am in love with
my roots and I love Spanish as a language.
I get very passionate about reciting because
I like to share and celebrate Latin America
through my work.”
Other members like Erika Garza consider acting as a possible career path and
have started to look for performance opportunities outside of school.
“I study communication right now, but
I don’t discard the idea of continuing acting
on the side,” Garza said. “I already have
plans to start working in a short film very
soon, but ultimately I want to go back to La
Joya and start my own Spanish theater program. I just want everyone to be able to
experience arte en español (art in
Spanish).”

University Theatre past and present
by Selene Garza

The University Theater and other similar organizations on campus are breaking barriers.

ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT

The lights dim low as the crowd hugs
the stage at the Albert L. Jeffers Theatre.
Amid the audience, the lights are turned
up bright as the cast of the play appears,
portraying a different world to the onlookers.
The actors lead the audience into a
play by Alan Ayckbourn, “Comic
Potential,” or perhaps the drama unfolds
on stage as they reenact the story of Anne
Frank in “The Diary of Anne Frank.”
Regardless of what show is playing,
the audience is sure to be in for a treat.
The University of Texas-Pan
American theatre department has been a
part of the University for 74 years. The
department was developed by Ruth
Owings Blalock in 1931, four years after
the university opened.
Today the theatre department puts on
as many as 11 shows a year, according to
Marian
Monta,
a
professor
of
theater/TV/film who has been teaching at
UTPA since 1971.
Brian
Warren,
the
creative
drama/children’s theater specialist for
UTPA, said that there are four main-stage
shows per year—two in the fall, and two
in the spring. He also added that through
the Pan American Summer Stock (PASS)
program held in the summer, there are
also at least three more shows.
“We also normally do two plays for
children per year,” Warren said.
The theater department has been a
steady draw on campus, as currently there
are more than 100 majors.
“We are running over 120 majors,”
Monta said, “It is hard to keep count,
because we don’t know about the freshmen, so it could be closer to 150 counting
them.”
Monta and Warren both know past
students who have gone on to perform on
stage, teach, or work on soap operas or
feature films in small roles.
“We have two ex-students on national
shows that I know of, there may be others,” Monta said. “Several teaching in college and universities, a number teaching

in high schools and others who have gone
on to jobs in allied fields, even including
two women who became engineers.”
The department allows for the students to be thoroughly involved, though
most of the shows are faculty produced.
“Four to seven productions a year are
designed and directed by faculty,” Monta
said. “The rest, and there can be over 40 a
year, are totally student-driven.”
The students, according to Warren,
are always involved as crew heads, meaning that the students help with props, costume runs, light runs and sound runs.
“The stage manager for each show is
always a student,” Warren said. “Costume
and set design are usually done by faculty.”
Warren added that there have been
exceptional students, usually graduate students, who have handled faculty responsibilities for particular shows.
The auditions for a play are usually
announced on bulletin boards throughout
campus, or via e-mail notification on a
mailing list. They are open to everyone in
the community, not just students.
Sophomore English major Melissa
Carver Morgan said she believes that the
department is fair in choosing the right
people for certain roles.
Morgan played Mareia in the play
“Anna in the Tropics” this past November,
and has been fascinated with acting since
she was very young.
“I just loved watching them [actors]
in movies and I wanted to be like them,”
Morgan said.

Morgan also added, that though she
enjoys the behind-the-scenes work, she
enjoys acting more than anything.
Monta’s teaching is influenced by
knowing that her efforts affect a person
for a lifetime. She is particularly fond of a
quote by Henry Adams from “The
Education of Henry Adams,” that reads,
“A teacher affects eternity. He never
knows where his influence stops.”
“My own understanding of human
nature and how we interact has partially
come though my study of theater,” Warren
said. “I want to share the excitement of
that discovery and of performing with students, and every play features a new and
interesting fact of what it is to be human.”
After all theater is defined as an art,
profession, or a way of life, according to
Encarta Dictionary. Human nature is
played out before an audience that is captivated by the dramatics of the actors.
The performers are instructed by
well-rounded, professional and creative
instructors such as Warren and Monta.
Warren’s achievements range from
writing and directing children’s theater,
performing in “Brigadoon,” to directing
“One Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest,”
which will run at the Jeffers Theatre later
this month
Monta’s achievements include being
the first woman Ph.D. in her field, from
Cornell University, to being the oldest living female spelunker, and going to the
Tony Awards.
The theatre has been a part of these
professors’ lives, and a big part of the uni-

versity, as it is one of the oldest departments on campus.
It has helped illustrate realities of
everyday life; it touches the hearts of an
audience, and makes for great entertainment. Theater takes the audience back into
history, and helps them remember through
drama, beautiful sets and costumes.

photos courtesy of Jay-el Hinojosa
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SCULC, students generally start off at South Texas College’s Starr County campus
before finishing their degree at the SCULC.
“Ninety-nine point-nine percent of our students transfer from STC. That’s our
typical student,” Perez said.
Five years ago, the SCULC started off as a small program using borrowed facilities at the local high school and STC’s Starr County campus, among others.
Today it is a 3,300-square-foot facility composed of two portable buildings that
contain a faculty office, three classrooms and one computer lab located on five acres
of land leased from Rio Grande City developer Dario Garza for $1 per year.
Dr. Ana Maria Rodriguez, associate vice president of UTPA’s Office of
Undergraduate Studies, oversees the SCULC and has watched the program grow.
“We started off offering three classes to 30 students. This spring, we’re offering
11 courses to 315 students,” Rodriguez said.
The list of classes offered includes history, anthropology, English, curriculum and
instruction, and criminal justice classes. Classes are offered Monday thru Thursday,
from 4:30-7 p.m. and 7:15-9:45 p.m. The later hours help working students go to
school and complete their other duties.
As of now, the only degree being offered at the SCULC is a bachelors in interdisciplinary studies with a major in early childhood-thru fourth-grade bilingual education. However, according to Rodriguez and Perez, the goal is to expand the selection
of degrees, based partly on demand.
“We’d like to add criminal justice, business and nursing programs because that
seems to be what the community there is interested in,” Rodriguez said.
“We’re trying to branch out as much as we can to offer the courses needed to fulfill the demands of our community,” said Perez, who added that in the five years since
the SCULC opened, the program has had a positive effect on the local community.
“[The SCULC] has impacted the area both economically and educationally,” she
said. “By May, we will have graduated over 110 teachers, which helps to relieve the
teacher shortage here.”
Rodriguez agreed.
“The [Rio Grande City] school district used to have a hard time filling teaching
positions with qualified teachers,” Rodriguez said. “Every year they would have several classes being taught by people without degrees in education using emergency
teaching permits. This year, [the school district] didn’t have anyone on an emergency
teaching permit. I think [the SCULC] had something to do with that.”
Rocha enjoys teaching at the SCULC because he feels that students there demonstrate a deeper desire to learn than students elsewhere.
“It’s a different culture over there. The students are really gung ho about studying
and getting their degree,” he noted. “They want to be in class. Their attention and dedication to their studies is much greater than here at UTPA.”
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Secretary of foreign affairs to speak during
Pan American Days
As part of the annual celebration of Pan
American Days, one of Mexico’s leading government officials will visit the UTPA campus.
Dr. Luis Ernesto Derbez Bautista, secretary of Foreign Affairs of Mexico will speak
to students, faculty and community members
Thursday at 6 p.m. in the Student Union
Theatre. His presentation is titled,
“Perspective on Mexico-U.S. Relations.”
Derbez was appointed to his current
position in November 2000 and recently
accompanied Mexican President Vicente Fox
to meet with U.S. Secretary of State
Condoleezza Rice to discuss immigration
issue, border issues and water resources on
the Mexico-U.S. border.
Derbez is now a candidate for the
Organization of American States new secretary general. He is contending against Chilean
Interior Minister Jose Miguel Insulza.
2005 Small Business Awards Dinner, April 13
The U.S. Small Business Administration
and the UTPA Small Business Development
Center will host a reception to acknowledge
the efforts and successes of small business
owners, partners and advisors in South Texas.
Among those that will be adknowledged
with various awards are the Advanced Barber
College and Hair Designs, Inc., Digital Office
Systems, SCORE Counselor of the Year,
James Streeter, JPMorgan Chase Bank,
Financial Services of the Year, and San Benito

T I P A

Economic Development Corporation.
The UTPA SBDC offers assistance to
Rio Grande Valley entrepreneurs in the form
of counselors, training and business planning. The dinner will be held at the UTPA
Annex located on South Closner in
Edinburg from 6-8pm. For more information call 292-7535.
Modern Language Symposium, April 14-16
UTPA will host the XVI International
Symposium on Modern Languages on April
14-16. For the past 16 years, the event has
offered a space for critical reflection and dialogue among writers, artists and cultural critics in the area.
This year’s theme is, “On the Border:
Cultural Production and Consumption in
Contract Zones.” The idea is to promote new
perspectives on what is often times, “conflicting
realities experienced in the border region.”
The event will include a keynote address
by Dr. Javier Duran of the University of
Arizona and will feature the photography of
Byron Brauchli and Fernando Meza, and the
artwork of Rivca Schneider. There will also
be a reading of critical work by Dr. Leticia
Mora of the Universidad Veracruzana.
All events are open and free to the public. For more info or a complete schedule of
events, contact the Department of Modern
Languages and Literature at 381-3441.
The Monitor contributed information to
these briefs.

R E S U L T S

Fourteen staff members from The Pan American Newspaper and Panorama Magazine
attended the 2005 Texas Intercollegiate Press Association (TIPA) Convention April 7-9
in Dallas. At TIPA, colleges from around Texas compete in contests for general magazine, radio, television, online, yearbook, literary magazine and newspaper.
The Pan American Newspaper is in the same division as schools such as Texas State
University, Lamar University, Del Mar University and over a dozen additional schools.
At the On-Site Contest, students from universities across Texas can compete. UTPA
staff members went head-to-head against students from universities at the On-Site
Contest such as UT-Austin, North Texas University and Texas Christian University.
This year, the staff members took home more awards than UTPA has ever won.
2005 Newspaper Contest - Submissions
Joey Gomez – 3rd Sports News Story
Delisa Guadarrama – Honorable Mention Sports Page Design
Melissa Martinez – 3rd Place Photo Illustration
Ed Martinez – Honorable Mention Illustration
Dägoberto Pérez – 3rd Place Ad Design
Dägoberto Pérez – 1st Place Feature Page Design
Dägoberto Pérez – 3rd Place Feature Page Design
The Pan American Newspaper – Honorable Mention (4th Place) Overall
2005 Convention On-Site Contest
Cecilia Castaneda – 1st Place Feature Writing
Omaira Galarza – 2nd Place Critical Review
Elizabeth Garcia – 2nd Place Spanish News Writing
Joey Gomez – 2nd Place Sports News Writing
Clarissa Martinez – 1st Place Copy Editing
Eddie Martinez – 1st Place Editorial Cartoon
Dägoberto Pérez – Honorable Mention Magazine Design
The Pan American Newspaper – 2nd Place Best in Show
Joel de La Rosa/The Pan American

HARD WORK - Abraham Cardona, UTPA ground worker, mows grass outside of the Fine
Arts building on Friday. Last week was Custodian Appreciation Week across the nation.
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Health Week: Live strong, longer
By LYLONY CAZARES
The Pan American
This year, the National Public
Health Week (NPHW) focused on living stronger, longer from April 4-8.
The University of Texas-Pan
American followed the same theme by
having its own health-oriented events.
Eddie Quintanilla, health education
coordinator for Student Health
Services (SHS), explained that each
year the public health community fixates on issues that are important to
improving the public’s health.
NPHW also concentrated on the
fact that Americans can increase their

number of healthy years by simply
adopting a healthy lifestyle. Research
shows that many of the deterioration
symptoms that come with age are a
matter of influence and mindset - not
genetics.
People who are physically active,
eat a healthy diet, avoid tobacco products, and practice other healthy behaviors reduce their risk of chronic diseases and have half the rate of disability than those who do not.
This year’s events included everything from alcohol screening to selfdefense demonstrations.
“We had our health fair and during
the week we had events that promote

wellness and prevention programs,”
Quintanilla said.
During Healthy Bronc Talk held
April 4, students were encouraged to
live healthier by learning about vitamins that provide the most benefits.
“The Healthy Bronc Talk helped
create awareness among students, staff
and faculty,” Quintanilla said. “Health
information is always helpful especially for our student population.”
Stephen Rodriguez, a sophomore
political science major, attended the
self-defense demonstration held on
Thursday for NPHW to help with the
techniques being taught.
He explained how self-defense and

martial arts training are two different
things.
“Self-defense is pretty much selfexplanatory: to defend oneself from
being attacked. In a self-defense system the goal is not to start a fight or to
get into an altercation,” Rodriguez
said.
“The goal is simply to mind your
own business and, should you be
attacked, to deliver the necessary force
so as to neutralize the situation,”
Rodriguez said. “That doesn’t mean
you pound the guy or girl into the
pavement. It simply means that you
either get out or run, or you use the
necessary amount of force to get out,

Joey Cortez/The Pan American

BLOOD LINE - University students participate in
the Live Stronger, Longer Health Fair on Friday.

run and report the situation to the proper authorities.”
Martial arts can have other applications, usually the focusing on tournament fighting, spiritual enlightenment
or fitness, he said. During the demonstration, techniques were shown to
help students know how to act if confronted with a dangerous situation.
“I enjoyed being thrown down and
‘knifed.’ I had a great time being his
Uke (attacker in Japanese),”
Rodriguez said. “I was also glad that I
was able to help make sure that the
techniques employed were being done
correctly by the people who came by.”
Rodriguez also explained why it
was important to attend the event.
“People don’t realize how easy it is to
be attacked if they aren’t paying attention,” Rodriguez said. “There are a lot
of good people in the world but at the
same time there are many predator
types who would want nothing more
than to hurt you or me. I believe that
people should learn to defend themselves from such predators or in the
very least be able to protect someone
else.”
Students were also able to learn
about keeping oneself healthy physical
and mentally at the Live Stronger,
Longer Health Fair.
“Students had the opportunity to
learn about what agencies are out there
to help them with any wellness questions they may have, from drug abuse
to physical education and nutrition,”
Quintanilla said.

Joey Cortez/The Pan American

SUMMER IS HERE— Senior Yriel Salomon (reading) and junior Miroslava
Fuentes lounge on the grass outside the COAS building Tuesday afternoon.
Today it is expected to be sunny with highs in the 90s, with southeast winds
around 10 mph.
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FOR THE RECORD
UTPA SPORTS
Baseball
LOUISIANA-LAFAYETTE
SERIES
APRIL 8-10
GAME 3

UTPA powerlifter set for championship
USA Powerlifting championships this weekend
On Saturday, UTPA will send a lone athlete to his first-ever USA PowerLifting Collegiate National Championship in Baton Rouge, La.
Martin Contreras III has been training since January, Monday thru Friday
for at least an hour to prepare for the event.
“I feel good,” Contreras said. “ I feel strong.”
Despite going to the championships with no one in his corner, Contreras
said he draws on previous experience at other events and points out that
there is camaraderie among fellow powerlifters.
He said the event will gather top lifters from across the country. Almost
every college in Texas will be represented as well, in one of the largest
collegiate powerlifting contests of the year consisting of three events:
squat, bench press and deadlift.

Broncs golf finishes strong
Underclassmen lead the way for UTPA golf team
The Broncs stepped up their performance in the final round of
competition to finish 20th in the team standings at the Wyoming Cowboy
Classic held in Scottsdale, Az.
In the third and final round of the Cowboy Classic, the Broncs made
some improvements from their previous two rounds. Stroke leader for the
Broncs in the third round was Kyle Tudi, who shot 70, placing him tied for
54th overall.
Hensley finished the final round with a 74, putting him 74th overall.
Closely following were Colin Norris and A.J. Hohn who both tied for 89th
overall, shooting an identical score of 229 for the three rounds.
Berger finished strong, shooting a 75 in the final round. He improved
from his first round of play to finish 98th overall.
The next competition for the Broncs will be at the Boilermaker
Invitational hosted by Purdue University.
The women are through for the regular season, and now look forward to
the National Minority Championships in Florida, plus the NCAA Central
Regionals in Lubbock, both in May.

Fun Walk around campus
Walking to promote health
The Intramural Rec-Sports department held its third fun walk Tuesday at
the Quad. A total of 78 students participated in a walk around the covered
walkway to promote a healthy lifestyle.
There were prizes in the incentive-based event for the number of laps
completed by each student. Finishing the first lap got Mardi Gras-type
beads, the second, a backpack; sample packs for the third and a visor for
the fourth lap.
“I was really surprised, out of the 78 participants, 42 walked the whole
four laps which is 3.2 miles,” coordinator of campus activities Charlie
Caceres said.

Lady Bronc scores in off-season
Redd takes care of business off the court
Even though the volleyball season has come and gone, there is still a
Lady Bronc getting recognized for her outstanding performance. Junior
Stephanie Redd was honored in Who’s Who Among Students in American
Universities and Colleges, with 20 other UTPA students at the Student
Union Theatre on Saturday.
Redd is known for her outstanding play on the court. She has been a
two-year captain for the UTPA volleyball team.
She was selected out of 75 students that applied for the honor. The
requirements for the award were a minimum grade point average of 3.5.
The student must also be well involved in the community, and have
outstanding leadership skills.
As a student, Redd has an accumulative grade point average of 3.607
in nursing. She is a five-time member of the Bronc Pride 3.0 Club.

123456789 R H E
UTPA

0 0 0 1 0 2 0 0 0 - 3 11 1

Louisiana 1 1 1 0 0 0 2 0 x - 5 9 1
WP - Collins (1-0). LP - Foster (0-5).
Save - Cottrell (1).
E - Foster (3); Parker (7). LOB - UTPA 9;
UL Lafayette 7. 2B - Gordon (8); Pena (1);
Lucroy 2(7). HBP - Gordon; Jones;
Broyles. SH - Mackie (3); Bourque 91). CS
- Dees (1).
Attendance: 1556
GAME 2
123456789
UTPA

R H E

201000201- 6 8 4

Louisiana 0 2 1 2 1 5 1 2 x - 14 14 3
WP - Faught (6-0). LP - Casares (1-3).
Save - None.
E - Alamia (4); Mackie 2(3); Rodriguez,
M.(4); Morris (16); Merendino (5); Cockrell
(8). LOB - UTPA 8; UL Lafayette 10. 2B Alamia (6); Powers (5); Lucroy (5); Morris
(7); Merendino (10); Cockrell 2(8). 3B Alamia (1); Coker (6). HR - Coker (1);
McCarthy (2). HBP - Mackie; Landry;
Merendino. SH - Padron (3). SF - Jones
(2); Landry (3); McCarthy (2). SB - Coker
(19); Landry (5). CS - Powers (1).
Attendance: 1821
GAME 1
123456789
UTPA

R H E

000000300- 3 8 2

Louisiana 0 1 6 0 1 3 0 1 x - 12 19 3
WP - Ardoin, K. (7-1). LP - Guerra (4-2).
Save - None.
E - Alamia (3); Flowers (19); Morria, D.
(15); Parker, J. (6); Montgomery (1). DP UL Lafayette 1. LOB - UTPA 7; UL
Lafayette 11. 2B - Alamia 2(5); Mackie (3);
Landry, J. 2(5); McCarthy, J. (9); Morris, D.
(6); Parker, J. (3); Merendino, J. (9). 3B Merendino, J. (1). HBP - Hawke, P. SF Morgan, J. (2). SB - McCarthy, J. (7). CS Broyles (1); McCarthy, J. (3).
Attendance: 1930

Golf
BOBCAT SPRING INV.
MEN
1. UTEP

279 285 276 840 +E

2. Wyoming

283 284 280 847 +7

3. UC Davis

285 285 278 848 +8

4. Utah

293 277 284 854 +14

5. Idaho

293 291 275 859 +19

10. N. Colorado 289 294 287 870 +30
12. Utah St.

289 293 291 873 +33

14. Arkansas

295 293 292 880 +40

17. Air Force

302 292 294 887 +47

18. UTPA

308 292 294 894 +54
WOMEN

1. Lamar Uni.

306 312 323 941 +77

2. UTPA

317 313 313 943 +79

3. TAMUCC

313 320 335 968 +104

4. N. Colorado 317 326 331 974 +110

Sloan (UTPA) def. Balboa (TSU) 6-3, 6-1.

5. Texas State 314 327 334 975 +111

Pinson (TSU) def. Saenz (UTPA) 6-3, 6-3.

6. Tyler CC.

337 334 340 1011 +147

Chantavoung (TSU) def. Lopez (UTPA) 6-

7. McLennon

339 349 352 1040 +176

0, 6-1.

8. Centenary

401 415 395 1211 +347

Doubles:
Martinez/Moraleda

.

Tennis

(TSU)

def.

(TSU)

def.

Barto/Buksik (UTPA) 8-6.
A.Pinson/S.Pinson

UTPA VS. PRAIRIE VIEW A&M

Sloan/Saenz (UTPA) 8-4.

MEN

Track & Field

Singles:
Bianco (UTPA) def Narido (PVAMU) 6-2,

TEXAS RELAYS
APRIL 8-10

6-2.
Salvo (UTPA) def. Bateman (PVAMU) 6-0,

MEN

6-1.
METER RUN:

1, Ben Dawson, Nike,

Porter (UTPA) def. Chiridza (PVAMU) 5-7,

1000

6-1, 10-7.

30:19.54. 2, Barry Kahn, Unattached,

Steil (UTPA) def. Herrera (PVAMU) 6-2, 6-

30:56.42. 3, Hector Gandara, UT-Pan

4.

American, 31:07.32. 4, Lance Parker,

Esmail (UTPA) def. X. Godoy (PVAMU) 7-

Unattached, 31:15.14. 5, Gedamu Ege,

5, 6-2.

Mississippi St., 31:20.71. 6, Moses

Cantu (UTPA) def. L. Godoy (PVAMU) 6-0,

Mpanga, South Plains, 31:21.58. 7, Alan

6-2.

Foolkes, McNeese State, 31:23.81. 8,
James Pulido, TAMU-CC, 31:40.31. 9,

Doubles:
Salvo/Esmail

(UTPA)

def.

Dane Hurtubise, Unattached, 31:53.05.

Buuzawabaya/Chiridza (PVAMU) 8-3.

10, Matt Albertson, Steph. F. Austin,

Bianco/Steil (UTPA) def. Bateman/L.Godoy

32:02.48.
METER RUN:

1, Tonny Okello, South

(PVAMU) 8-3.

5000

Cantu/Porter (UTPA) def. Herrera/X.Godoy

Alabama, 14:20.98. 2, Stephen Samoei,

(PVAMU) 9-8.

UTEP, 14:21.19. 3, Matt Munoz, Texas,
14:30.04. 4, Westly Keating, UT-Pan

UTPA VS. TEXAS SOUTHERN

American, 14:32.53. 5, Mark Nichol,

Singles:

Texas, 14:35.03. 6, Chris Jones, Kansas,

Salvo (UTPA) def. Avila (TSU) 7-6, 6-1, 6-

14:51.59. 7, Logan Sherman, Texas A&M,

1.

14:58.40. 8, Colby Wissel, Kansas,

Bianco (UTPA) def. Martinez (TSU) 6-2, 6-

15:05.44.

1.

15:18.75. 10, Jaziel Crisostomo, UT-San

Porter (UTPA) def. Wodzinski (TSU) 6-4, 6-

Antonio, 15:23.15.

9,

JUMP:

Matt

Gunn, Arkansas,

1, Lawrence Hutchinson,

3.

TRIPLE

Steil (UTPA) def. Rueda ( TSU) 6-2, 6-2.

Texas Southern, 7-00.50. 2, Quentin

Esmail (UTPA) def. Camargo (TSU) 6-1, 6-

Matthews, George Mason, 6-10.75. 3,

1.

Wojciech Borysiewicz, Kansas State, 6-

Cantu (UTPA) def. Castenacia (TSU) 3-6,

08.75.

6-0, 11-9.

American,

Doubles:

Idemudia, Texas Southern, 6-08.75. T5,

Salvo/Esmail (UTPA) def. Avila/Wodzinski

Joel Hargett, Texas, 6-08.75. T7, Brian

(TSU) 8-1.

Gifford, W. Kentucky, 6-06.75. T7, Derrion

Bianco/Steil

(UTPA)

def.

4,

Marlin

Manley,

6-08.75.

T5,

UT-Pan
Kingsley

Harris, Northwestern St., 6-06.75. T9, Tim

Castenacia/Martinez (TSU) 8-6.

Williams, Mississippi St., 6-06.75. T9,

Rueda/Camargo (TSU) def. Cantu/Porter

Michael Sychrava, UT-Arlington, 6-06.75.

(UTPA) 8-4.

T9, Cory Oldham, Arkansas, 6-06.75.

UTPA VS. PRAIRIE VIEW A&M

American, 213-00. 2, Nick Owens,

HAMMER THROW: 1, Isaac Ybarra,UT-Pan
WOMEN

North

Carolina,

211-03.

3,

Adam

Singles:

Midles,

Buksik (UTPA) def. Dawkins (PVAMU) 6-

Battle, Kansas, 198-03. 5, Cory Martin,

4, 6-2.

Auburn, 196-05. 6, Colton Hodge,

Barto (UTPA) def. Majors (PVAMU) 6-4, 6-

Auburn, 193-09. 7, Eugene Bradley,

3.

UC-Santa Barbara, 193-05. 8, Andrew

Sloan (UTPA) def. Scurry (PVAMU) 6-4, 6-

Diakos, Florida State, 188-10. 9, Ralph

0.

Lufkin, Navy, 187-06. 10, J C Crosby,

Saenz (UTPA) def. Chacon (PVAMU) 6-3,

UT-Pan American, 183-02.

USC,

207-02.

4,

Sheldon

6-3.
WOMEN

Lopez (UTPA) def. McCleary (PVAMU) 6THROW:

1, Ronda Gullatte, Auburn,

7, 6-4, 6-3.

DISCUS

Doubles:

177-07. 2, Billie-Jo Grant, Virginia, 174-04.

Barto/Buksik (UTPA) def. Dawkins/Majors

3, Dace Ruskule, Nebraska, 172-07. 4,

(PVAMU) 8-4.

Krystal Robinson, Rice University, 171-06.

Sloan/Saenz (UTPA) def. Scurry/Chacon

5, Michelle Carter, Texas, 171-00. 6, Julia

(PVAMU) 8-4.

Pedersen, Arizona State, 170-10. 7, Amy
Haapanen, UC-Santa Barbara, 165-09. 8,

UTPA VS. TEXAS SOUTHERN

Abby Emsick, Kansas, 162-10. 9, Allie

Singles:

Booker, Houston, 159-09. 10, Stephanie

Busik (UTPA) def. Martinez (TSU) 3-6, 6-3,

Perez, UT-Pan American, 151-02.

6-4.
Moraleda (TSU) def. Barto (UTPA) 6-4, 6-4.
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Men’s tennis on the upswing
By JOEY GOMEZ
The Pan American

The UTPA men’s tennis team heads to San Antonio this
Saturday to take on 12-6 Trinity University, a mere week before
the Southland Conference Tournament ends the 2005 spring season.
While the men’s team returns to San Antonio for the conference tourney on April 22-24, the UTPA women’s team heads to
Greeley, Co., for the Independent National Tournament following
play at Trinity this weekend.
The men’s team is 5-7 overall this season and 1-5 in conference play. This weekend’s match finds the Broncs riding great
momentum following last week’s sweep in two matches against
Texas State University and Prairie View A&M April 8-9.
Team captain Jeremy Salvo finished last weekend’s competition posting a 4-0 record in singles and doubles play. Salvo,
along with junior Rehman Esmail, would post a 7-0 sweep over
TSU’s Ivan Avila and Matuesz Wodzinski. The Broncs then headed to PVAMU where Salvo beat Nicolas Bateman in the No. 2
singles spot 6-0, 6-1.
Salvo said there is a promising mood as a result of last weekend’s success.
“There is definitely some good momentum,” Salvo said.
“Everyone seems more motivated.”
Coach Paul Soliz’ “winning combination,” teaming Salvo
and Esmail, has constituted the greater part of the team’s 17-18
record in doubles play as they are 9-3 overall this season and 4-2
in conference. The team of Gary Bianco and Oliver Steil is 4-4
overall and 1-4 in conference action.
UTPA will have its hands full this weekend. Division III
Trinity University was the Southern Collegiate Athletic

Marcos Cervantes/ The Pan American

PARRY - Gary Bianco hits a backhand shot at a
recent UTPA practice. The men’s tennis team
heads to San Antonio to face Trinity University this
weekend.

Conference champion in 2004. The Tigers completed the 2004
season with a No. 9 ranking and a 15-12 record notching its 12th
SCAC title, its 11th in a row.
Salvo said that while with most times the gulf between
Division I and lower levels is enough to pull the higher ranked
team ahead, he mentioned that Trinity is a contender with potential Division I players in their ranks.
The possible match between Salvo and Tiger All-American
Jordan Taillon (7-8) should prove to be a watch worth noting.

Both veterans sport similar records. Taillon is ranked No. 5
nationally and third in the West Region.
Bianco, who is 2-3 in the first position, will also find competition in Trinity’s first position players like Taillon and senior
Jim Shaughnessy.
Shaughnessy is ranked no. 47 in the nation and 12th regionally in singles.
“Their top of the line is really solid,” Salvo said. “But that’s
fine because our top is also real solid.”
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Bronc baseball tries to shake off its midseason woes
By DARYL GONZALES
The Pan American
The University of Texas-Pan American baseball
team will be looking to turn things around this
weekend against Dallas Baptist in a three-game
home series. A win would end a six-game losing
streak for the Broncs. Three of those six losses came
last weekend against Louisiana-Lafayette.
In the first game of the Lafayette series, the
Bronc pitchers held their own, but a hitting drought
came at the wrong time. The offense put up a meager eight hits, only converting three into runs. Bronc
ace Aaron Guerra gave up 13 hits in five innings of
play, but also struck out six Ragin’ Cajuns. The
Louisiana-Lafayette offense racked up 19 hits in
their 12-3 victory Friday night.
Guerra recorded his second straight loss, bringing
his season total to 4-2. Coach Willie Gawlik said
that Guerra didn’t have much defensive and offensive support in his last outing, a game that he should
have won.
“We didn’t pitch very well, and we gave up double figures two days in a row,” Gawlik said.
Four Bronc fielding errors in the second game
made it tough for them to keep up. The home squad
produced 14 hits on the day, converting all of them
into runs as the Broncs dropped their second straight
game of the series, 14-6.
The final game of the series was a close one
throughout. The game was all tied up through six,
until Lafayette put up two runs in the seven on a
two-run home run that came after a fielding error.
“As the series neared the last game, we played
well, we played some good defense. We had some
timely hits, but we just made to many mistakes,”
Gawlik said. “When you play a team like that,

they’ll make you pay for it.”
The Broncs had no answer for those two runs,
dropping a third straight, 5-3. Pitcher Ryne Foster
put up a good five innings in the contest, striking
out four batters. A good offensive front kept the
contest close, as the Broncs put up 11 hits in the
game. It was also a weird game, as LouisianaLafayette played nine different pitchers, something
that you don’t see everyday.
Key injuries have had some effect on the troubles the team has been having this season. First
baseman Zach Smith is currently on the injured
list, but might make it back for this weekend’s
series. The Broncs lost transfer newcomer Dane
Mason, who was supposed to be the pitching ace.
He has been on the injured list since March 1, and
Gawlik said that he might be out for the rest of the
season.
This season has been a tough one for the Broncs
so far, as they have a 10-29 record just past midway in the season. The groundwork was set for the
Broncs, as their
2005 schedule ranked 14 th in
the nation. In order for a team to be considered for
a regional playoff spot, it must have at least 30 victories on the season.
This is a goal that can no longer be reached this
season, as the Broncs only have 19 games left.
Gawlik says that they will be playing for pride.
“We have been playing better, believe it or not,
our record doesn’t show it, but we’re playing highcaliber teams.” Gawlik said.
The Broncs look to end their midseason slump
against Dallas Baptist this weekend. There will be
Marcos Cervantes/ The Pan American
a doubleheader on Friday and the third and final AT BAT - Matt Eichel swings against Coastal Carolina April 1-3.
game on the following day.

UTPA lost the series 2-1.
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UTPA players contemplate roundball after college
By JACOB ALEGRIA
The Pan American
It seems to last forever, and then it’s gone. An athlete’s career
ends abruptly, and then most are left with facing life after sports. A
few keep the dream alive and become professional players, but for
the vast majority it all ends with the last buzzer, their glory days
gone forever.
This year over 10 Bronc and Lady Bronc seniors played their
last basketball game for the school. Now the group is trying to figure out, what next?
University of Texas-Pan American men’s basketball player
Sergio Sanchez was having an impressive season before suffering
a wrist injury midway through the season. At the time of his injury
he ranked 6th in the nation with 23.3 points per game.
After an impressive junior campaign his senior season was
shortened prematurely, but he managed to salvage the season, winning second team All-Independent honors. He has provided Bronc
fans with some memorable moments and looks back on his career
with pride.
“I’ve been to a lot of places (with UTPA) and I have a lot of
memories here… It was a fun ride,” said Sanchez.
Bronc standout point guard Sanchez finished the season with
15.5 points per game average. He also had a 38.2 three-point field
goal percentage and an 85.1 free throw percentage. Sanchez was a
junior college transfer (Temple JC) two years ago and leaves the
school in the record books at several points, including second in
three-pointers in a game.
Now, like so many college players, Sanchez wants to continue
his basketball journey.
“I never thought after the last game this past season was going
to be my last,’ said the shifty point guard. “I knew I wanted to continue playing.”

Sanchez has recently been approached about playing professionally in Mexico and is still waiting on other offers. His dreams
of some day playing in the NBA may indeed begin with a stint in
Mexico and possibly overseas. It’s been done before, as sometimes
the most obscure players become NBA caliber over time.
In previous years a few Bronc players have taken the overseas
route. Mire Chatman (2000-2002) and Brian Merriweather (19982001) have moved on to the professional ranks in various foreign
countries. Each was a UTPA star who did not want the ride to end.
The latest Bronc standout can empathize.
Sanchez explained how tough it is for many collegiate players
to simply hang up their sneakers and stop doing what they have
done for most of their lives.
“I want to get there (NBA), it’s hard to stop especially when
you’ve put so much hard work into it,” said Sanchez.
The Broncs had seven seniors this past season and some of
these players have hopes of moving on to professional careers.
Sharpshooter Ray Castillo has been approached about playing in
the Mexican professional league. Castillo was an excellent perimeter shooter for the Broncs.
“Ray’s had a few offers to play in Mexico… I know he wants
to continue playing,” said Sanchez.
Chris Fagan received honorable mention All-Independent honors this year as a senior, recording 13 games with 10 points or more
to go along with 146 total rebounds. His plans have not yet been
confirmed but his love of the game will surely be an influential factor in his decision.
“I’m not sure what their plans are, but I’m sure that they want
to continue playing,” said Sanchez.
On the women’s side, seniors Ashley Roberts and Molly
Schamel are planning on attending a prospects camp later in the
spring, where they hope to impress scouts enough to land a gig
overseas, or maybe in the WNBA. Roberts had a somewhat disap-

pointing senior year, but hung in there to finish up as the team won
a record 14 games.
“This may be my last shot to stand out, so I am going to go and
play hard, to show what I can do,” she said.
Whatever happens with the departing seniors, many of them
noted that there are mentors who have stepped in to advise them on
how to proceed. Sanchez said that the coaching staff has been helpful so far.
“He’s (Coach Robert Davenport) given me a lot of advice about
trusting people in Mexico and making a good choice,” said
Sanchez.

Marcos Cervantes/ The Pan American

THE STANDOUT - Sergio Sanchez (hand up) in
action against Northern Colorado in January.

Seven track and field athletes qualified for regionals
By JOEY HINOJOSA
The Pan American
The Broncs and Lady Broncs have had a very successful season,
having produced seven athletes that have qualified for the NCAA
Division I Regional Championships in Norman, Ok., in May.
UTPA track and field Head Coach Rick Vaughn is happy with
his athletes’ achievements.
“I think it says a lot for our program that we’re getting better athletes every year, and everybody keeps working hard, so I’m pretty
pleased with that,” said Vaughn.
The seven competitors that have qualified for regionals are: J.C.
Crosby (hammer throw), Westly Keating (distance), Marlin Manley
(high jump), Jeff Martzall (pole vault), Amy Moses (hammer
throw), Stephanie Perez (discus), and Isaac Ybarra (hammer
throw).
Sophomore Perez is the youngest of the seven, and the 19-yearold is glad to be making the trip to her first NCAA Regional
Championship.
“It is really exciting,” said Perez, who qualified in the discus at
the Rice Bayou Classic less than two weeks ago. “I knew I could
do it, but actually getting it takes a lot of pressure off.”
Vaughn was confident that Perez would hit her mark.
“Stephanie has been one that even last year, was very close (to
qualifying),” said Vaughn. “The last two meets she has had breakthrough meets, and I still think that she can throw a good 10-to-15
feet further than what she has so far.”
Senior Keating also qualified at the Houston event. His second
place finish of 14:09:06 in the 5,000-meter race earned him a spot
in Norman.

“Westly is one of those, it’s not an automatic, but it’s one that we
know what he is capable of,” said Vaughn. “We knew it was a matter of time before he gets his marks.”
The Texas Relays were held in Austin April 7-9, and UTPA
came up with more incredible performances.
On April 7, Ybarra became only the second UTPA athlete ever
to win a Texas Relays individual championship, as the senior’s
mark of 213-0 won the hammer throw competition.
“It was pretty good. It was pretty cool,” said Ybarra of the Texas
Relays. “There was a lot of competition. Four out of the top 10 guys
in the nation were there, so it felt great to go out there and compete

Marcos Cervantes/ The Pan American

BIG LEAD - Jacinta McMahon sails home.

with the best.”
Ybarra only has four more regular season meets before heading
to regionals. The Edinburg native is aware that his collegiate career
is nearing its end.
“I want to go out really well. This is my last season,” said
Ybarra. “I want to go out and do my best.”
Manley, a senior, is also focused on doing well in the remainder
of his collegiate meets.
“You have to go out there and leave it all out there. I don’t want
to end my season wishing I would have done this or that,” said
Manley. “I just want to go ahead and leave it all out there, and I’ll
be happy with that.”
According to Vaughn, the track and field season has been successful. He hopes that there will be more UTPA competitors joining the current seven at the regional championships.
“Rachel Reida had another solid meet,” said Vaughn of Reida’s
Texas Relays javelin performance. “She didn’t quite hit the regional mark but she keeps getting closer.”
Vaughn says that sprinter Rowena Hamlet also stands a good
chance of qualifying.
UTPA’s track and field head coach also says that he isn’t worried about the team losing focus.
“I think for the most part they know what is at stake,” Vaughn
said. “Yeah, regionals is a goal, but the ultimate goal is to get to the
NCAA National Championships, so they know they have to perform well and compete well at the regionals. I think it is pretty easy
to keep them focused at this point. You just try to keep getting them
to do better and better every week.”
The UTPA track and field teams prepare for the ASU David
Noble Invitational in San Angelo April 14-15.

